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For statistical organizations …

❖ It is no longer enough just to collect and produce 
statistics.

❖To stay relevant and responsive, they need to

✓ understand the needs of the diverse user community

✓ improve dissemination and communication

✓ raise awareness of the value of statistics

✓ actively encourage informed use of statistics

❖=> Statisticians going from introvert to extravert



UNECE: Dissemination and Communication

❖Work sessions on statistical data dissemination and 
communication since 1990s

❖Conference of European Statisiticians
(governing body consisting of chief statisticians) =>
seminar on strategic communication in 2018



Value of official statistics

❖ Indispensable evidence base

❖Access to information – basis for democracy

❖Data on different aspects of population, economy and 
environment 

❖ Impartial - free from political or commercial influence

❖Recognized standards, solid evidence base

❖Global network of experts

❖Benefits vastly outweigh production costs



Conference of European Statisticians 2018

❖ Communication -- strategic challenge, part of modernising 
the office

❖ Think about communication at the design stage of new 
initiatives and products

❖ Focus on topics of people’s everyday lives, speak their 
language and use images, clear messages and storytelling

❖ Important target group -- youth and children

❖ Address non-users, to counter the trend of appealing to 
emotions and personal beliefs rather than facts in the 
public debate. 

❖Measure the success of statistical communication 

❖ Consider communication in recruitment



UNECE Strategic Communication Framework

❖Strategic communications approach -- essential to 
maintain relevance

❖Universal recognition across varying levels of 
maturity

❖Protect, enhance and promote the organization’s 
reputation and brand

❖Specific recommendations



Communications Function Maturity Model

❖ Initial

✓ reluctance to engage with media

❖ Reactive

✓ inexperienced; willing to engage ad hoc

❖ Structured & Proactive

✓ Experience; protocol in place

❖Managed & Focused

✓ Communications team works closely with senior management

❖ Continuous Improvement

✓ Communications as a competitive advantage

✓ Acknowledged as critical success factor



Different kinds of users

❖Expert

❖The skilled

❖The interested

❖Everyone, including the disinterested



UNECE Making Data Meaningful series

✓ Writing stories about numbers

✓ Presenting statistics

✓ Communicating with the media

✓ Statistical literacy

Download the guides at:

http://www.unece.org/stats/documents/writing/

http://www.unece.org/stats/documents/writing/


Communicating gender statistics
How does UNECE act?

❖Methodological guidance (books)

❖Region-wide meetings

✓ communication in general

✓ subject-matter areas

❖Capacity development workshops with producers and 
users

❖Facts and Figures articles (using the Database)



Using gender statistics:
a toolkit for training data users

❖User-friendly explanations of 
concepts, definitions, indicators 
and data sources

❖Practical exercises

❖Presentation slides

❖Basic tools for statistical offices 
to customize and re-use for 
their own training sessions

❖Available in English and Russian



Don’t just put out numbers and graphs.
Tell a story! 

❖Why?

✓ Mandate to inform

✓ Demonstrate the relevance of data

❖Favourite communication tips to statisticians:

✓ Think like a journalist and front-load your content

✓ But remember -- you’re the expert; no one knows more than 
you

✓ Answer the questions that others cannot

✓ Set the record straight and bust myths



Women and Men in Armenia
2015 2018
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Moldova – GenderPulse.md



Moldova – GenderPulse.md



Slovenia: lifeline approach



Simply not the same, page 48

Slovenia: linking the publication chapters

Chapter on adults ends with infographic using elements of next 
chapter.

http://www.stat.si/StatWeb/File/DocSysFile/8908/Simply-not-the-same.pdf


Key Points

❖ Skill set of statisticians to be broadened, new habits to be 
introduced.

❖ Among statisticians, bring together the communication 
experts and subject-matter experts

❖ Educate users

❖ Consider communication in the design process of new 
statistical products. There is great value to be 
communicated

❖ Keep in mind: different maturity levels of NSOs. Different 
layers of users

❖ Gender -- a good case for better communication

❖ International organizations to be good examples


